THIS PHOTO: Garden designer Max
Garcia overlaid creeping fig ivy with
a crisscross trellis of confederate
jasmine to soften Judy and Jim
Carns’ front courtyard wall while
maintaining a strong sense of
architecture. OPPOSITE: An antique
olive jar transformed into a fountain
serves as the focal point of the front
courtyard. ‘Emerald Green’ arborvitae
elegantly blocks the street view.
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Elegant structure and casual abandon
are cultivated in equal measure in
a romantic Alabama garden.
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OPPOSITE: Irregular cuts of flagstone anchor interior-style comforts in the loggia. ABOVE LEFT: A hand-chiseled slab of flagstone
forms a garden bench in the front courtyard. ABOVE MIDDLE: A mix of planters gives Judy room to experiment with plants
each season. ABOVE RIGHT: A 5-foot-wide alley connects the front and rear courtyard. “We made a path from broken flagstone
rocks,” garden designer David Swindal says. “We planted herbs between the stones so, as you step on them, they break and
release fragrance.” BELOW: Antique French chairs mix with new iron seating in the rear courtyard.
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One of Judy Carns’ favorite ways to
relax is to sit quietly amid the fountains

areas, bringing in texture with brick, flagstone, and iron

and flowers in her garden, absorbing the view and taking

accents. The mix of stucco and stones takes cues from

in the babbling water and heady aromas. The Alabama

materials incorporated in the home itself and gives the

home Judy and her husband, Jim, share is surrounded by

garden the sense of being built and accumulated over

10-foot-tall ivy-laden walls that shield 3,000 square feet of

time. The impression is fostered by layers of plants,

garden space from Birmingham’s bustling streets. “Even

which bloom throughout the seasons.

though our house is new, it has an old-world ambience
that sets the tone for the gardens,” she says.

“Most French-inspired gardens are bordered with a
low formal plant of some type,” Swindal says. “But they

A gardener herself, Judy saw the potential of the once

also have elements that are informal. We balanced the

barren courtyards—one in front of the home and one in

two in this garden by planting beds of annuals inside

back—despite vast amounts of red clay soil. She enlisted

boxwoods, varying planter sizes, and covering formal

landscape designers David Swindal and Max Garcia to

structures like a cypress arbor with Japanese wisteria

help her create a view where there wasn’t one. “We stood

and Lady Banks roses.”

there and looked at those walls as if they were a blank
canvas,” Swindal says. “Then we began our painting.”
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The design duo created elevated beds and fountain

Country French

Now from every vantage, there is something to behold
and something to enchant the senses.
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